Charlie Byrd

Workshop

7:30-9 pm · Tuesday · February 2
Nancy Hauser Memorial Theater
1940 Hennepin Avenue South · Minneapolis
For reservations and information:
Call Michael Hauser at 870-9529. Cost: $20

The focus of this workshop by famed jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd will be
on the use of finger-style techniques in playing jazz. Mr. Byrd is also
open to working with guitarists in a number of different areas,
drawing upon his 50 years of experience in jazz and classical guitar.
Participants are urged to bring their guitars!

Charlie Byrd and Anthony Hauser

In Concert

8:00 pm · Wednesday · February 3
Nancy Hauser Memorial Theater
1940 Hennepin Avenue South · Minneapolis
For reservations and information:
Call Michael Hauser at 870-9529
Seating is limited, early reservation suggested. Tickets: $12.

Jazz guitarist Charlie Byrd will perform jazz, Brazilian and classical
music and some of his own compositions. He will be joined by
classical guitarist Anthony Hauser in a number of duets by
Django Reinhardt, Pixinguinha, Mozart, Byrd and others.

Recognized first as a jazz musician in New York in the 1940's, Charlie Byrd won a
scholarship with guitarist Andres Segovia. Byrd subsequently created his distinctive
style, a combination of jazz, classical and Latin rhythms which he has performed
throughout the world. He is also noted for bringing bossa nova to the United States.

Byrd has performed at the White House for
three presidents and has made 12 tours for the
Department of State as goodwill
ambassador. He has appeared in almost
every country in the world in countless
festivals, jazz clubs and orchestra settings.
Byrd has more than 90 albums to his credit
and has been recognized 11 times as
one of the 10 best guitarists in Downbeat
jazz polls.

Guitarist Anthony Hauser began playing
guitar at age 10. He received a degree in
music from the North Carolina School of
the Arts, where he studied with Jesus Silva
and attended masterclasses with Andres
Segovia. He has also studied flamenco
guitar in Spain. Hauser works with his
brother Michael in a classical and
flamenco guitar duo, and has performed
throughout the United States and Canada.

Both Hauser brothers have been close
friends of Charlie Byrd, but only
recently did Anthony begin a musical
collaboration with Byrd.

MN AIDS Project
Benefit Concert

On Saturday, January 16, 7:30 p.m.,
Neil Cunningham, Lawrence Hupert,
Mark Johnstone and E. Smith will pre-
sent a benefit concert for the Minnesota
AIDS Project. The concert will be held
at the United Methodist Church on Henn-
epin Ave., (Mpls.) right across from the
Guthrie. Enjoyment will be the main
theme for the night, while you listen to
works by Ponce, de Falla, Brindle, Bach
and Castelnuovo-Tedesco.

All of the musicians are from the Twin
Cities, and study at the local colleges and
universities. Cunningham is a student of
Anthony Titus, and a guitar performance
major at the University of St.
Thomas. A student of Joseph Haged-
dorn, Lawrence Hupert is majoring in
guitar at the University of Wisconsin-
River Falls. Mark Johnstone has his
degree in history at the University of St.
Thomas, and is also currently studying
with Mr. Hagedorn. Eric Smith is a stu-
dent of O. Nicholas Rath, and is a
senior in guitar performance at
Augsburg College.

Great playing is guaranteed, and it's for a
great cause. So bring a bunch of friends,
or make a bunch of friends there—or
just come and enjoy the beauty in the
music. — Mark Johnstone
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Correction... In the last issue I
incorrectly noted that autoharpist
Karen Mueller “has been teaching
and performing in the Twin Cities
for 10 years.” Karen has been
teaching and performing for ten
years but only the last three have
been in the Twin Cities. Sorry,
Karen.—S.H.
Eric Peltoniem & Trova

Mixing tradition and the cutting edge

BY K.C. MATUREN

ERIC PELTONIEMI’s kitchen is all torn up. Old cabinet doors lie against the new cupboards he is building to house them. The smell of freshly sawn wood pervades the house, and the feebly light of a winter morning illuminates the space.

He’s standing by what will someday be a countertop, playing an old Epiphone flat top guitar, singing a song he’s written in Finnish. The language is rich and cultural, heavy laden with consonants and alliteration. The meaning of the words is lost, not translated, but the emotion comes through.

His voice is warm in the low notes, clear and haunting in the high range. He scrapes bottom and cracks, chuckling, “I’m not very warmed up.” Nonetheless, the polish and clarity of a simple song, and the strength of his guitar playing, carry this songwriter’s voice some distance beyond an old St. Paul kitchen.

A solo recording of this particular song, Kävelin Kerrasan Kulturi Kaaonsal, is a top-ten single on E!No Records out of Helsinki. Funny to think that somewhere half a world away people are buying it as a 45 rpm disc and hearing it on the radio. Finland is a place where six strings and one voice actually sells and a folk-style song can make it to the top ten. This is a good thing for Eric Peltoniem.

Here in Minnesota he is finding success as well with his folk/rock/jazz trio Trova, working with singer Ruth MacKenzie and bassist Jeffrey Willkom. They have a self-titled release on Red House Records, have been heard on MPR and Wisconsin Public Radio, and have toured nationally and in Europe. Last summer they played the Winnipeg Folk Festival. Both in his solo career and with Trova, Peltoniem’s strengths as a guitar player and songwriter are fundamental.

Peltoniem grew up in the landscapes of northern Minnesota. In his junior high years he took a fierce interest in folk music and learned how to play guitar. By the late 60’s he was a touring folk musician, based out of New York and L.A. and traveling the coasts, playing original and traditional songs. He laid aside music for a time in the late 70’s, but found a way back in through composing for the stage, writing the songs for plays such as Plain Hearts, Ten November and Happpenence.

His current band, Trova, found its genesis in the pit orchestra of Ten November at Actors Theatre in St. Paul in the mid-80’s. “Jeffrey Willkom happened to be available at the time we were producing Ten November, and I got him to play bass in the show,” Peltoniem explains. “I hired myself to be the pit guitar player. As we played in the pit, that’s where the instrumental sound of Trova began. We just had this incredible simpatico relationship almost immediately as musicians.” Ruth MacKenzie was in the original cast of Ten November as well.

“I think sometimes the growth leaps you make as a musician come from who you’re playing with,” Peltoniem continues. “Jeff wasn’t like anyone I’d ever played with before. I had come from a straight old-fashioned rock and folk background, and Jeff was this really creative bass player influenced by people like Stanley Clark. He was also beginning to get interested in folk and acoustic music, so we kind of met halfway.”

With elements of folk, rock and jazz already present, the group has found a focus in Ruth MacKenzie’s fearless singing. While their debut album features Eric’s songwriting on nine of ten songs, it’s Ruth’s voice that carries the brunt of the lead vocals. She exhibits impressive range and a willingness to sound gritty, anguished, tender or languid as the song demands. Peltoniem and Willkom provide rich, interweaving harmony vocals and the instrumental foundation of the group, guitar and bass.

Trova, to page 4
The album *Trova* is recorded exclusively with strings: acoustic and electric guitars and electric bass. There are no keyboards, no synthesizers, no drums. Very little effect is used except sustain for the bass. Though the sound is dense, with what sounds like many layers of guitar and vocal harmony, there is actually not much overdubbing. The arrangements closely resemble what you might hear if you see Trova live in concert. Their sound has been described as folk-rock or “power folk.”

A good part of the power comes from Peltoniemi’s songwriting and guitar playing. Over the years he has developed an unusual style of playing the acoustic guitar, which is both extremely percussive and driving but carries a lot of melodic line. As a songwriter he’s found a wide range of issues and points of view from writing for characters on stage. At the same time, he’s reaching deeper into the “risk” zone of exposing core emotions and thoughts in his songs.

Up in the jackpine forests of northern Minnesota in the early 60s there weren’t many other folk and guitar players, so the young Peltoniemi developed much of his guitar style on his own. He had the opportunity to take some workshops with blues players down in the Twin Cities when he was in junior high. Blues great Elizabeth Cotton actually taught him the approach he uses today, using a white National thumbpick and just one fingerpick.

“My fingerpicks are very rare, impossible to find anymore,” says Peltoniemi displaying one of the single picks he uses on the index finger. “My style pretty much depends on them. Had these for about thirty years. This fingerpick is different from a National in that it’s straight rather than curved and there’s no breathe hole, which is important to my playing style because I use a lot of upstroke, and the holes would make a click on the string. I’ve been considering finding someone who could manufacture this kind of pick because I have nightmares about losing them.”

Peltoniemi took about three lessons from Cotton and then returned to Wadena, Minnesota. “Not having anybody else to play with, I assumed that her way of playing was the way you played,” he says. “I didn’t know you were supposed to use any other fingers, so I developed a style of playing that involves moving the thumbpick a lot to cover for the other fingers.” Then he discovered it was troublesome to switch back and forth to play rhythm with a flatpick, so he developed a strumming style with two picks.

He also picked up a bit of a frailing style of playing from his high school art teacher, who taught him a little banjo. “I adapted the frail to a rhythm style using the two picks, but instead of frailing with the back of my nails, I do an upstroke with the fingerpick.”

Peltoniemi’s playing is very driving and percussive from the thumbpick end but has a lot of melodic line available from the index finger. When he plays he rests his spare fingers lightly on the pick guard, almost touching the high E string. His forearm moves freely. When he shifts to a harder-driving rhythm style, he uses the thumbpicks almost exclusively with no upstrokes. It’s this combination of sounds that gives the impression that several guitars are being played. In a single piece he may shift between fingerpicking with lots of melody line to a heavier drumming rhythm.

He doesn’t use any unusual tunings. On a rare occasion he might drop the low E to a D. Nonetheless he gets a lot of open chord sounds by playing in unusual keys, like open B, and only partially barring the chord, letting the open strings sound above and below.

Along with American folk music and rock, Peltoniemi grew up playing traditional Finnish folk music with his brother Kip, an accordion player. “We did a lot of Finnish dance music, and in Finnish music the guitar is drums,” he says. This has contributed to his percussive style. He also cites the more recent influence of Irish players, especially Michael O’Donnell, calling him “one of the great unsung guitar players, who interweaves lead playing with his rhythm playing.”

In his guitars Peltoniemi favors mahogany over rosewood, and currently plays an early 60s’ Euphione Texan, a mahogany guitar with a natural spruce top. It has the slope-shouldered shape and the same heavy neck as a Gibson J-50. Lately he’s taken to using medium-gauge phosphor bronze strings for the outer four strings, and heavy gauge for the inner two (the D and G). This has cut down on string breakage and given him a little more punch in the mid-range. For lead work he uses a hollow-body electric Euphione similar to a Gibson 335.

As much skill and effort as Peltoniemi puts into his guitar work, it’s only half of Trova’s instrumental sound. An equally important part is contributed by Jeffrey Willkom, who coaxes sounds from his Steinberger basses ranging from cello to keyboard to drums. The instruments serve as the foundation for the trio’s vocal arrangements of Peltoniemi’s intense, thoughtful songs.

Several of the songs on Trova’s debut album come directly from theatre productions Peltoniemi has developed. A play can supply the dramatic movement.
Learn some tunes you can use

BY TATE FERGUSON

I ATTENDED A JAZZ guitar masterclass the other day at MacPhail Institute. It came time for four of the students to perform. The first guitarist played "Dolphin Dance." The second one played "Ballad of a Sad Young Man," an obscure Kenny Burrell tune. The third guitarist played a tune with a meandering, irregular theme by the sax player Joe Henderson. The fourth guy played something equally unknown.

I looked at these guys struggling through these difficult, far-from-catchy tunes, and I realized that they'd never be competing with me for gigs—not with those tunes, anyway.

I experienced a similar revelation a few years ago when I took a few lessons from one of the Twin Cities' top jazz guitarists. For one of the lessons he wanted me to learn "The Saga of Harrison Crabfeathers," from the Real Book. A wistful little theme, this piece may have had merit as an exercise, or as a piece of repertoire for an established jazz artist. But I wanted to learn some tunes I could play gigs and make money with. "Harrison Crabfeathers" wouldn't make the cut at any wedding reception or company party I've ever played.

Jazz students would be far better served by learning the standards than by learning these deservedly obscure themes. Why doesn't MacPhail offer a "Fifty Greatest Jazz Standards." course? If you can play the changes and melody for the 50 most popular jazz tunes in the world, you get an A, and you can get a gig, too.

Why not a "Duke Ellington's Greatest Hits" course? Even Ellington's most popular tunes have enough harmonic and melodic depth to challenge and reward the finest musicians. And you can play them and make a general audience happy.

I know that jazz is an art form, and I know that great music is often not appreciated by the masses, and I know that great artists often struggle for acceptance. And I also know that I want to work, and get paid. I feel lucky that I've been able to work fairly consistently over the years—a large part of the reason is that I don't bother learning or playing tunes that people would rather not hear. Certainly the greatest jazz artists aren't ashamed to try to please an audience—they want to work and get paid, just as players on my level do.

I'm far from being a great jazz player—

but I've learned how to play the most common standards. When the bandleader needs a guitarist in a hurry, and you've memorized "Ballad of a Sad Young Man" and "Dolphin Dance," while I know "Girl from Ipanema" and "Satin Doll," who do you think will get the gig—you or me?
Trova, from page 4

The song is designed to express. Removed from the theatre, the songs stand just as well on their own, though the inspiration may be a bit mysterious.

One such song is “Breathe,” written for the “eleven o’clock movement” in Happenstance. That’s the moment in the play that serves as the emotional climax before the grand finale. (Incidentally, it occupies the same position on the Trova album, the song before the last.) “Breathe” was a spontaneous song,” Peltoniemi says. “I guess it was brewing around in my head for a while, but I wrote it very quickly—words, chords and melody. Sometimes I have a poem I’m setting to music, a lot of times it’s the music only, but the best of times is when the words and music come at the same time, sort of arrive in your head at the same moment. Those are the most natural songs.”

Although he usually writes using the guitar, he wrote “Breathe” on the piano. “I write on the piano sometimes just to force myself out of the guitar chord ruts. I tend to find myself making harmonic choices that I wouldn’t make otherwise, when I play on a piano.”

Peltoniemi has forced himself out of ruts in other ways. He credits the L.A. music scene of the late ’80s with inspiring him to push himself to the emotional edge in his songwriting. He felt his songwriting was blunted, softening over the years; the kids in thrash bands challenged him to get out of the “safe” zone in which he has to say. It’s brought a harder edge to his songs, uncensored passion, a darker point of view. The lyrics can be harsh, but the sound and spirit of the songs is ultimately uplifting.

The English language can be a rut in itself; Trova performs material in Spanish, French, Portuguese and of course Finnish. Setting foreign language poetry to music is cerebral stuff; setting out to write material in an alien tongue is sheer risk. Peltoniemi’s song “Kavelin Kerra” can’t actually be translated directly to English, although he explains that it is concerned with a walk in the mountains and the transcendence of love. Clearly the risk has been worth taking in that it’s brought an international audience to Peltoniemi and to Trova.

Trova has come a distance and covered many miles since recording their debut for Red House in 1991. Eric says their live performances outstrip the sound they were able to put on the album, and they are trying to figure out how best to capture the energy of the “live” sound in their next venture. They are considering adding other instruments, perhaps including percussion or Finnish folk string instruments, to fill out the sound. There will be more collaboration in songwriting as all three members contribute new material. Plans for the future include touring in Europe this spring and playing the Kaustinen Folk Music Festival in Helsinki next summer.

Meantime, there’s a kitchen that needs a bit of work. It makes perfect sense to find the old cabinet doors leaning up against the new cupboards at Peltoniemi’s house. It’s integrating old elements and new, reaching deep into the past but being open to the creativity of the present. It’s like mixing archaic rural fingerpicked guitar playing with the words and emotions that rise up from current experience. It’s like mixing old folk styles with cutting-edge jazz and coming up somewhere in between. That’s Eric Peltoniemi’s style, and his sound, too.
Distant Borders

A LONE IN THE spotlight at the Fine Line, Glen Helgeson opens the show with the smooth flowing rhythms of his composition “Head for the Hills,” a tap guitar piece played on his twelve-string Taylor. The audience stirs and focuses attentively on the story the music creates. As the applause dies, the members of the band, Axis Mundi (Latin for “center of the world”), make their way silently to their places on percussion, drums, bass and keyboards. In the music that follows, the guitar becomes less dominant, but remains central as the band unites to unfold a variety of rhythms, colors and sound textures combining world beat percussion and Latin rhythms with acoustic jazz.

Helgeson’s been busy lately introducing the Twin Cities to his new compact disc, Distant Borders. Packed performances at the Dakota are encouraging signs that his audiences are growing. Recorded on World Disc Music, Distant Borders contains one energetic, sensual and sophisticated piece after another.

Among Helgeson’s influences are Leo Kottke, Pat Metheny, Carols Santana and the rock group Yes. His travels to South America and Spain have imprinted a continuous Latin beat into his compositions. Helgeson’s music is also inspired by his love of the outdoors, which takes him on regular canoe trips to Canada.

In the style of Yes, Helgeson creates long conceptual pieces that contain a variety of sound textures. This is illustrated by the different sounds created with various instruments, and the theme variations in all of the pieces on Distant Borders. This aspect of Helgeson’s music is consistent throughout the CD, and while each piece is unique, the compositions also flow easily into one another. World beat and Latin sounds characterize the album, but are especially strong in “African Song,” “Southern Exposure,” “Manitou (Spirit),” “...If This,” written with percussionist Marc Anderson; and “A Wedding in Venus.” The influence of nature is reflected in some of the titles: “When Blue Skies Turn Grey,” “American Outback,” “Fire on the Prairie” and “Head for the Hills.” The presence of the untamed is also heard through the natural sounds of the acoustic guitar and other instruments. All of the music is richly colored and rhythmically presented by the band, Axis Mundi: Rich Dworski, piano; Mike Hurley, drums; Enrique Toussaint, bass; Marc Anderson, percussion; Lee Blaske, keyboards; and Phil Kadidlo, keyboards.

Helgeson’s guitar background includes finger-style, acoustic, flamenco, classical, rock and roll, and jazz. On stage, Helgeson has three guitars with him: a twelve-string Taylor; a six-string Guron, custom made in California, which he uses for flat-picking, jazz, and additional range on the higher notes; and a souped-up Kohno classical guitar with a Baggs pick-up, which gives him a sweeter, Latin sound. His own style of playing includes techniques from all of the styles he has studied. However, the techniques Helgeson uses most frequently are finger-style, jazz and what he refers to as Michael Hedges-style tap guitar, a technique of using both hands to tap notes out on the guitar strings, similar to playing a piano. Helgeson also likes to use alternative tunings to make Helgeson, to page 9
Chord progression exercises
BY SCOTT FRASER

In this issue I thought it would be fitting to apply all of the major, minor, and seventh chords we learned in the May/June issue of Guitarist. The most common progression in which we find these chords is the I, IV, V progression. I, IV V is merely shorthand for the harmonized first, fourth, and fifth steps of a major or harmonic minor scale.

Examples:

The technical names of these steps are: I = Tonic, IV = Subdominant and V = Dominant.

By adding the seventh tone to the V, or dominant, chord (which is naturally a flat 7th due to the sequence of whole and half steps), the listener gets a stronger sense of resolution from the V to the I (tonic chord).

Example: V resolves I

\[ G^7 \rightarrow C \]

I have listed all of the I, IV, V, I progressions in all of the keys containing sharps. For every major key there is a relative minor key, which we will discuss in more detail later. All of the chord forms are diagrammed to the right of each progression. Pay close attention to the fingerings and positions for each chord form as this will help you achieve greater ease and economy of motion when playing through the chord changes. I recommend practicing these progressions slowly at first and establishing some sort of tempo, such as:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
& 1 & 2 & 3 \\
4 & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & 3 & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow & 3 \\
\end{array}
\]

Strum

If you find yourself constantly getting stuck between chord changes, slow down! By mastering and committing them to memory you will not only learn the fingerboard, but open yourself up to a whole new world of music, especially in the areas of country, folk, rock, and blues.

NOTE: While playing these progressions strum only the number of strings designated, beginning with the root or bass note.
MN GUITAR SOCIETY

JAN / FEB '93
Member Performance Calendar

If you would like to be included in the next MGS calendar (March/April), please jot down the pertinent facts (time, date, venue, ticket price and any interesting tidbits) and mail to: MGS, Attn: Calendar Editors, P.O. Box 14986, Mpls., MN 55414 or call 333-0169 and leave a message.

2 FEB . . . . CHARLIE BYRD, see article on page 2.
3 FEB . . . . CHARLIE BYRD & ANTHONY HAUSER, see article on page 2.
4 FEB . . . . KAREN MUELLER on autoharp, guitar, mandolin, and vocals at the St. Paul Student Center, 12:00 p.m.
8 FEB . . . . JEFFREY VAN w/Hill House Players, 7:30 p.m., 240 Summit Ave., St. Paul, $10 at the door, reservations 266-8205. Also Feb. 15, 7:30 p.m.
12 FEB . . . . PHIL RUKAVINA w/Concertus Musicus at St. Marks Episcopal Cathedral, Mpls.
13 FEB . . . . PHIL RUKAVINA w/Concertus Musicus at St. Clements Church, St. Paul.
SCOTT DAVIES w/Voices of Sephard, Mpls., Jewish Community Ctr., 8 p.m.
18 FEB . . . . JOAN GRIFFITH at the St. Paul Student Center, noon-1 p.m., FREE.
19 FEB . . . . STEVE HASKIN TRIO w/Clint Hoover, chromatic harmonica, Mark Brier, on mandolin, Latin American music, Cafe Solo, 11-2 p.m., FREE.
21 FEB . . . . JEFFREY VAN w/Duologue and soprano Margaret Brand at Carlson College in Northfield, 3 p.m., FREE.
28 FEB . . . . MINNEAPOLIS GUITAR QUARTET plays Deerborn, MI at the Henry Ford Estate, 7:30 p.m., Call Alan Johnston at 331-5066.

ONGOING GIGS

JOAN GRIFFITH w/Naima, every Sunday, 11-2 p.m., Radisson in Ridgedale.

JIM OUSKA w/Jordu, every Sunday evening 8 p.m., at O'Gara's, St. Paul.

Helgeson, from page 7

his guitar sound like a different instrument. He does this in the tune "Far North," from his Rising Currents compact disc, where the strings are tuned from lowest to highest, CGDGCF.

The local popularity of his first tape, Zero Gravity, released in 1986, encouraged Helgeson to create more music. Distant Borders follows Rising Currents, his first CD, also on World Disc Music. The eclectic sounds and pulsing rhythms of Distant Borders make it an exciting music collection addition. Distant Borders can be purchased at the Electric Fetus, Northern Lights, Tidal Wave and Applause music stores. The CD can also be purchased directly from World Disc Music by writing to P.O. Box 2749, Friday Harbor, San Juan Island, WA 98250, or calling (800) 228-5711. Rising Currents can also be purchased through World Disc Music.

Stephen Kokos

Classic Guitars
ancient & modern
repair & restoration
472-4782
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FOR SALE: ALTON 1½-size class. gu. w/case. Ex cond. 445-5312

I BUY GUITARS: Dakota Dave Hull 333-1660.


FOR SALE: Yamaha G231-II classical w/padded case. Hardly been used. $165 Franc. 722-1344.

FOR SALE: Sequential Circuits Prophet 600. $275 Caroline 822-1645.

CLASSICAL GUITARISTS, play in a trio or quartet as a member of the MacPhail Classical Guitar Ensemble. Weekly coaching and performance opportunities. Call Alan Johnson at 627-4020 for information.


GUIT. INSTRUCTION RIGHT IN YOUR HOME! Bluegrass, classical, C&W and other styles. Call the Melodene School of Music 671-3165, 7 days a week till 10 pm. $20 reward for anyone who refers a friend who takes lessons for a month—unlimited offer.


FOR SALE: FENDER PRECISION BASS, made in USA, ex. cond. $345. SUNN BASS AMP, tubes well preserved, $110. 766-9837.

MN Mandolin Orchestra is looking for guitarists. We play classical, ragtime, ethnic and folk music. Call Jack at 375-3309 (days) and 931-9853 (evenings).

OVATION Custom BALLADEER Model #1612 FOR SALE w/hardshell case, $439 firm. YAMAHA G-120A classical w/case $90 786-4937.

WE BUY-SELL-TRADE-CONSIGN
GUITARS & AMPS
Lessons & Repairs also Available

Where you expect results

HI-TECH

consignments

612-822-7602 3743 Nicollet Av S Mpls

from BACH to ZAPPA

LYNN & PAULETTE THOMPSON
offer friendly, professional help and service

★ Featuring an unequaled selection of sheet music in many styles
★ Fine classic & acoustic guitars plus moderately priced student models
★ Professional music instruction—guitar, piano, bass, vocal
★ Amps, harmonicas, strings and things.

425 14th Ave. S.E. in DINKY TOWN
331-8893 Call Us!

WE SPECIAL ORDER SHEET MUSIC DAILY
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